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SPACELAB - THE FIHST MISSION .AND BEYOND

Mr. Edward James
Technical Control Manager
Spacelab Division
Office of Space Flight
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D.C,

ASTRACT

The recent successful flight of
Spacelab 1 while being the
culmination of over 10 years of
international cooperation
is seen
as just the start of a new era in
manned scientific operations in
orbit. This paper highlights the
objectives and results of that first
mission, as well as describing the
international Spacelab program, its
concept, and its history. Then
looking to the future, the plans for
utilizing Spacelab, its versatility
and potential to the science
community and its continuing
evolution are discussed. Plans for
substantially improving the cost
effectiveness of Spacelab are
examined including the use of
dedicated discipline laboratories
and small payload carriers. Finally,
the paper evaluates the importance
of incorporating Spacelab
technology, concepts, lessons
learned, and methodology into the
development and utilization of an
international Space Station over the
next decade.

Mr* John Garnett
Aeronautical Engineering Co-op
Space lab Division
Office of Space Flight
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D.C.

scientists and to be able to tie in
real time support from colleagues on
the ground through satellite
comunicat ions, Also f by offering
configuration flexibility and
centralized support systems if
needed, a method of low cost orbital
investigations could be established*
The Spacelab program began in
1973 when nine European nations of
the free world agreed to build a
sortie laboratory that would be an
integral part of the Space
Tr an s por ti on S y s tem o f t he Un i t ed
States. The 1nler gove rmen t a1
Agreement (IGA) was signed by the
countries of Wes t Ge rman y, 11a1y f
F panee, Uni t e d K ingdom, B e1g i urn,
Spain., The Ne t h e r 1 and s, and t he
Un i t e d S t a. t e s . Later i n. I i 7 5 »
An s t r i. a d e c i de d t o j o i n t he p p og r am *
Th i s s i g n i n g b e g a n wh a t wa s. t o
become t he 1a r gest i nte p nati ona1
c oo p e P a t i v e s pa c e yen t u P e 1 n
history. New man ag ernen t pos11i ons
and p p o c e d u r e s a s we 11 a s 1 i. n e s o f
c QUITO n i c a t i o n s b e t ween t h e v a P i on s
a g e n c i e s h a d t o b e c3 e v e 1 o p e d. Th e
mone ta r y cont pibu ti on of the ten
E u P o p e a n n a t i. o n s i s s h
.i n f i fti f c
1.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of a manned
laboratory in space began with the
United States commitment to develop
a reusuable Space Shuttle. Seen as
a means of expanding the Shuttle's
capability to conduct orbital
science investigations, Spacelab was
designed to be an integral part of
the Shuttle system. The programs
major objectives were to provide
frequent access for space
investigations to qualified

The IGA i mp1
n t i ve agr e
t,
th e Memorand urn of Und e r s t andIng
(MOU) between the National
Aer onauti cs and Space
ni stptt11 on
(NASA) and the European
Research Opganiztion (ESRO)
also
signed. In 1975 ESRO
as the European Space Agency
(ISA). The"MOU assigned ISA the
task to d e ¥ e1 op, des i gn»
manu t a ct u P e, and de1i ver to
an
engineering
I » the fIpst
Sp ace1ab fIi ght u n11, and two s et s

specialists and scientists on the
ground in conducting scientific
experiments and analysis.

of Ground Support Equipment (GSE).
NASA was assigned the task of
supporting ESA and developing the
operational capability of Spacelab
including processing facilities, the
transfer tunnel through which access
is provided between the Spacelab
module and the orbiter, and
software necessary for the interface
between the Spacelab hardware and
the Shuttle orbiter. The MOU also
stipulated that the first Spacelab
flight would be a cooperative effort
in that a European would be a member
of the crew and that both agencies
would provide experiments. A listing
of the above responsibilities is
shown in figure 2. From that
agreement, a parallel organizational
team of both ESA and NASA management
unique to Spacelab was developed, as
shown in figure 3.

Flexible System
By offering a number of
different configurations, using
reusable hardware, a very flexible
system could be established in which
many types of missions could be
accomplished. Different levels of
centralized support services, such
as power, energy data storage and
transmission are also offered to
accomodate various user
requirements. These services are
summarized in figure 4. The
"Spacelab system" consists of two
major components; a pressurized
laboratory module and an open pallet
for mounting experiments for direct
exposure to space, as shown in
f igure 5.

SPACELAB PROGRAM

The module is by far the
largest of the systems and consists
of either one or two cylindrical
sections. Each of these sections is
4.0 meters in diameter and 2.7
meters long. At both ends of the
segments are conical sections known
as "end cones" which complete the
module. Thus, the "short module"
consists of one section, the core
segment, and two end cones, while
the "long module" includes the core
and experiment segments and the two
end cones, as shown in figure 6.
The module is pressurized to one
atmosphere (14.7 psi), providing a
"shirt-sleeve" working
environment. Inside the module,
along each wall is a series of racks
which allow the placement of the
necessary subsystems and various
experiments and equipment. In the
top of each segment is a 1.5 meter
diameter flange that allows the
installation of a scientific
airlock, or a viewport assembly, or
a high-quality window assembly as
the mission requirements dictate.
Access to and from the module is
gained by using a transfer tunnel,
which connects the middeck of the
orbiter to the forward end cone of

The aerospace community of
Europe saw the Spacelab program as a
means of establishing a European
foothold in manned space activities,
as until this point only two
countries, the United States and
Soviet Union, had cornnitted the
resources and mastered the
technology required. This major
undertaking would not only give the
European Space Agency the
technological knowledge but would
also provide the managerial
experience for future endeavors.
From its very beginning,
Spacelab was designed to be a
manned, scientific laboratory. Even
though scientific operations had
been conducted in space since the
early 1960 f s, scientists desired the
ability to follow their experiments
personally in a micro-gravity or
space environment without having to
be trained as an astronaut. Also
the desire existed to return the
completed experiment hardware and
specimens to Earth for more detailed
analysis, as well as adjustment for
reflight* Spacelab provided a means
for direct involvement of in-orbit
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the module. This tunnel is
available in two lengths to
accomodate either the short or the
long module.

active Spacelab module in the Cargo
Bay of the Earth orbiting Space
Shuttle, Columbia, as shown in
figure 9A. The shuttle, with
Spacelab still on board, landed at
Edwards Air Force Base, California,
on December 8, 1983, at 6:47 EST.
This flight completed the first
flight of the joint United States
and European multi-disciplinary
payload and also served as the first
verification flight of the Spacelab
system. Figure 10 shows the VFT
objectives. During the flight
monitoring of the mission activities
and analysis of data confirmed that
the eight VFT functional objectives
were successfully achieved.

The second ^major component is
the pallet. This is a 4 meters wide
by 3 meters long U-shaped structure
that includes hard points for
mounting heavy experiments and large
open panels along its length for
lighter payloads, as shown in figure
7. They may be flown singularly (up
to 5 in the shuttle- cargo bay) or
grouped together to form what is
called a "pallet train". For pallet
only configurations, subsystem
equipment is stored in a pressurized
cylinder known as an "igloo". The
igloo is approximately 2.4 meters in
height and 1.1 meters in diameter
and is mounted on the front of the
first pallet in the train. The
possible Spacelab configurations are
summarized in figure 8.

The scientific experiments,
mounted in the module and on the
pallet, as shown in figures 11-13,
operated exceptionally well in
supporting and accomplishing the
experimental phase of the mission.
More than 70 experiments were
conducted and an average 90% success
rate was achieved. This first
flight verified Spacelab as a
laboratory for a wide variety of
science disciplines and experiments.

SPACELAB 1 MISSION

On November 28,1983, at the
Kennedy Space Center, the first
dedicated Spacelab (SL-1) was
launched as part of the ninth flight
of the Space Transportation
System. This Spacelab 1 mission
profile is shown in figure 9. This
was the first verification flight of
the Spacelab module. During this
mission, Verification Flight
Instrumentation (VFI) was in
operation during the launch and
ascent phases. VFI was
strategically placed throughout the
Spacelab module, the tunnel, and the
system interfaces with the
orbiter. This instrumentation
monitored the Spacelab subsystem
performance and Spacelab-to-Orbiter
interfaces. The data was recorded
during launch and ascent on the VFI
tape recorder and played back to the
recieving stations on Earth by
utilizing the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).
While in flight a hand-held
Hasselblad camera was aimed through
the aft windows of the flight deck
for the first released scene of the

Mi s s i on Crew
This mission was the first to
include a six man crew with space
veteran John Young serving as
Commander. Figure 14 depicts the
SL-1 crew.
Around-the-clock Operat i ons
The six man crew allowed the
use of two shifts, consisting of
three men each, known as the "Red
Shift" and "Blue Shift". John
Young, Robert Parker, and Ulf
Merbold were the crewmen of the Red
Shift, wh i1e B r ewste r S haw, Owen
Garriott, and Byron Lichtenberg
compos ed the Blue Sh i ft, By us i ng
the two shifts, each working 12
hour s , the fac i1i ti es were not as
c r owd e d and ma n y -mo r e e x p e r i me n t
ope r a ti ons be p e r f ormed. This
me t hod pe rmi 11 ed i nves t i ;ga t i ons on
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many times over as procedures were
altered, methods verified, and
experiments duplicated to achieve
the best possible results. The
majority of the communications came
through the use of the TDRSS.

board Spacelab to be conducted 24
hours a day.
Pay load Speci al i s,t
Spacelab 1 also included men
that were not "career-astronauts"
Known as "Payload Specialists",
these men were engineers or
scientists selected by their
scientific community peers to
perform investigations in space,
usually related to their field of
expertise. Although they were crew
members, they were not required to
undergo the extensive training for
shuttle astronauts or mission
specialists. Their major concern in
space was to monitor experiments and
pertinent equipment, make analytical
observations, and to adjust or
modify a specific procedure using
their scientific judgement and
knowledge .

Major Accompli shments
The successful performance of
the European built Spacelab hardware
easily helped make this one of the
most remarkable Shuttle missions to
date. The flight demonstrated how
well professional scientists without
full training can perform in orbit,
how they can capitalize on the
advice of the colleagues on the
ground through communication
satellites and how the flight crew
could repair instruments, and
improve our capablities for
scientific data return. This flight
established new standards in
scientific investigations in space
and its performance will be hard to
match in the near future. A list of
the mission's major accomplishments
and results are shown in figures 15
and 16.

There were two payload
specialists aboard Sl-1, Byron
Lichtenberg and Ulf Merbold.
Lichtenberg is a biomedical
engineering reseacher at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and Merbold is a
physicist, specializing in metals
research who was selected to
represent the European scientific
community aboard SL-1. Merbold was
also the first European to fly
aboard an American spacecraft.

FUTURE UTILIZATION

The completion of the
successful Spacelab 1 mission last
November ushered in a new era in
scientific operations in Earth
orbit. Furthermore, this first
flight demonstrated the soundness of
the Spacelab idea and concept.
Spacelab was the most complex
international effort to date, yet,
the operational and scientific
results indicate the past ten years
have been very worthwhile. But,
what about the future? As times and
conditions change, the flexibility
and future developmental programs of
Spacelab assure that this program
will continue to be more attractive
to users.

Direct Interaction
Spacelab 1 included by far the
most interaction between
investigators (parties responsible
for the design and development of a
given experiment) on the ground and
the crewmen in space. The
investigators were stationed in the
Payload Operations Control Center
(POCC) at Johnson Space Center in
Houston, Texas, and were able to see
and communicate in real-time with
the mission specialists and payload
specialists as their investigations
were being performed. This
interaction proved to be invaluable

Next Operational Flights
As the Spacelab program moves
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into operational status, current
plans are for approximately two
dedicated missions and four to six
mixed cargo flights each year.
Figure 16A describes the major
Spacelab missions in the near
future. Later, as processing
capability is increased and
processing time and costs reduced as
additional types of services are
developed and implemented, this
frequency will be increased.
The next Spacelab mission will
be Spacelab 3, which will be carried
on the shuttle Challenger on flight
51-B, in November 1984. The
configuration on this flight will be
a long module and an MPESS (Mission
Peculiar Equipment Support
Structure). SL-3 will concentrate
on life sciences, atmospheric
physics, material science, and
astronomy. France will be flying a
material science experiment.

States has only one experiment on
the flight, and Germany is
responsible for payload development
and mission operations.
These have all been examples of
dedicated cargo missions.
Interspersed among these are several
mixed cargo missions, on which a
Spacelab payload shares the cargo
bay with another payload, for
instance, a satellite. Figure 18
illustrates the differences and
capabilities of the various Spacelab
systems. On the shuttle manifest,
there are 7-8 Spacelab missions
scheduled a year, both dedicated and
mixed cargo. In fact, through 1990,
Spacelab accounts for more than 25 %
of the scheduled payloads on the
shuttle, and various Spacelab
systems are flying on half of all
shuttle mi ss i ons.
The verification and early
flights of Spacelab will further
demonstrate the programs unequalled
flexibility offered to potential
users. Spacelab provides an
excellent laboratory for low earth
orbit experiments and the
cooperative nature of the program
encourages investigators to work and
learn together. However, Spacelab
does not stop here.

Spacelab 2, figure 17, which is
scheduled for a March 1985 launch
will serve as the verification
flight for the igloo-pallet
configuration. Experiment areas
such as plasma physics, astronomy,
solar physics, and life sciences
will be the concentration of over 10
investigations furnished by NASA and
the United Kingdom. This flight
will also include verification of
the Instrument Pointing System
(IPS). Although the shuttle
provides a stable pointing platform,
the IPS allows even greater
experiment pointing capability. It
is a 3-axis gimbaled structure
capable of supporting payloads up to
3000 kilograms, and holding on
target to within 1.2 arc-seconds.
Four of the solar experiments will
All
use this capability on SL-2.
systems and experiments will be
controlled and operated from the aft
flight deck of the orbiter.

Future Uses
In order to make the Spacelab
program more attractive to potential
users and further serve the science
community, the program is proceeding
with reducing the operating costs
and integration time for smaller
exper iments
Alternative Payload Carriers
One type of future utilization
that is currently being implemented
is offering a series of small
payload carriers. These range from
the small Get Away Special
canisters, capable of carrying a 200
pound payload, to a pallet, which is
capable of carrying a 5000 pound

The German Spacelab mission D-l
will follow SL-2, and is scheduled
for launch in September 1985. A
long module will be used to
concentrate on life sciences and
material sciences. The United
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payload. The Spacelab concept is to
develop a "family" of carriers and a
configuration known as HITCHHIKER is
being developed to bridge the gap
between the limited capabilities of
the GAS and the 'full support
capabilities of a pallet or a
dedicated module. As seen in figure
19, Hitchhiker will provide space
flight opportunities on a standby
basis, and will not guarantee a
flight t ime or a specific orbit.
Under these conditions, the orbiter
load factor may be maximized and
integration and operation costs may
be kept to a minimum. There are
currently two types of Hitchhiker
configurations under study; the only
major differences being the payload
weight, the size of the mounting
area and the mounting location in
the orbiter. One concept allows a
maximum of 250 pounds to be mounted
within a 32 square foot plate that
is mounted on the side wall of the
payload bay. The other concept
allow up to 3000 pounds to be
installed on an MPESS that is
mounted across the width of the
payload bay. The experiment must be
completely checked out and ready to
fly and at the Processing Facility
at KSC six months before a launch
date. The obvious benefit from this
type of arrangement is that the
investigator can get quick, accurate
results on the operation and
performance of a certain experiment
on a small scale, before developing
a major investigation.
Dedicated Discipline Labs
Another very promising approach
is to dedicate the experiments of
each shuttle mission to one
discipline or one area of
concentration. This way, the launch
window, location and attitude of the
orbiter could be fixed instead of
accornodat i ng several mission needs.

payloads after each flight. An
obvious answer is to dedicate an
entire Spacelab system to one
discipline, in which the payload is
reflown using the same configuration
and hardware at a later date, and
not dei ntegrated. This concept also
allows for a gradual evaluation of
payload capabilities and future
directions for certain experiments
over a period of several missions,
at an affordable cost. NASA is now
examining the possibility of a
series of dedicated discipline
labs. After the initial flight of a
dedicated lab, the instruments and
payload would never be fully
de i ntegrated . Any instruments that
needed removing for cleaning, recalibration, or modification could
be removed, then reinstalled before
the next flight. However, all of
the support systems and the core of
the payload would remain intact;
thus saving both time and money.
Through decreased integration and
deintegration , it is estimated that
over an eight year period, that
between $200-300 million dollars (FY
83 $) could be saved. This would
offset any costs associated with
hardware purchases needed to
accomadate the dedicated labs.
One area that has excellent
potential for this comcept is life
sciences. Using a long module, this
lab will be known as the Life
Sciences Laboratory (LSL) and will
be flown about every two years.
Equipped with animal holding
facilities, various refrigerators
and freezers, and a physiological
monitoring system, studies on
animals, plants and humans will be
conducted.
There are nine other candidate
labs foreseen, their titles,
discipline, and frequency of flight
are shown in figure 20.

An even further reduction in
costs could be made by eliminating
as much of the integration costs as
possible. The current flight
process is to deintegrate all

Space Station Transition
With the advent of the Space
Station in the early 1990 T s,
Spacelab's role becomes even more
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important. By this time, Spacelab
will have flown more than 50
times. A manifest of Spacelab in
flights through 1988 is shown
figure 21. Spacelab will have
developed efficient and practical
ways of scientific operations in
space, therefore, making it very
important that Space Station
capitalize on this experience. in
Since international cooperationit is
the Space Station is desired,
likely that the Space Station use
the ideas and lessons learned from
Spacelab. The factors and
operations present in the first
Spacelab mission; a manned
laboratory, large groups of
scientists on the ground interacting
in real time with the payload
specialists in orbit, and
duplication of procedures in real
time to optimize and verify
results..... these are all elements
that could be present in the manned
Space Station of this country.
By 1992, Spacelab will have
evolved into an efficient means of in
conducting scientific experiments
space; certainly by using the
Dedicated Discipline Labs and by
other means as the user's needs
dictate. A simple transition from
the Spacelab program to the Space
Station program would be to utilize
the long duration orbit that a Space
Station provides. Since there will
be approximately 12 Spacelab flights
a year then, it would be quite
realistic to just deliver the
modules or pallets to the Space the
Station directly. The idea of
Dedicated Discipline Labs lends
itself directly to this approach, as
they already will be equipped with
the respective instruments and space
flight tested as seen in figure
22. The initial stages of the Space
^Station could easily utilize the
pool of Spacelab hardware,
facilities, instruments, and
resources as seen in figure 23. Not
only would th\s reduce the costs,
but it would be, utilizing a proven be
design, and furthermore, it would
employing the vast amounts of

experience and technology gained
through the Spacelab program.
By incorporating present
Spacelab oriented operations, Space
an
Station can be transformed to be For
optimum user-oriented facility.
ons
Operati
Payload
example, the
h to
Control Center (POCC) approacnter
in
put the investigator/experime
the
with
contact
me
real-ti
direct
scientist on board the Space Station
can be directly transferred to Space
Station operations. Laboratory
modules can be easily used eitherto as
labs or as habitability modules
house the station crew. This is
already a proven in space system
thus saving millions in verification
costs of a new design. Pallets
could be attached to the station toto
provide an open space environment ine
experiments. A dedicated discipl
an
pallet could be left in orbit for
indefinite period of time, and then
be brought back via shuttle for
evaluation by scientists on the
ground. The importance of manned
space operations for experiments
cannot be over emphasized, as was b
clearly demonstrated in the Spacela
1 mission. To see the reaction by
the originator of an experiment as
he sat watching his experiment being
performed is important, but the
originator being able to ask
questions, communicate directly with
the astronaut, and change the
procedure as he desires is even more
important and is crucial to future
operations in space.
It is clear that Spacelab 1 and
the Spacelab program in general
initiated many new ideas and
procedures in Space operations. The
past ten years have served as an is
excellent building block, but it
important that we realize the
building block of tommorrow is what
we do today. Spacelab is the
flexible system that it was designed
to be, and will become even more
versatile as the user's needs change
and mature. As we approach the
1990 ! s, Spacelab will meet those the
needs, and will be ready to make
transition to a Space Station.
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Seen as a means of expanding
the Shuttle's capability of
scientific operations in space and
to provide frequent access to space
for scientists, Spacelab was
designed to be an integral part of
the Space Shuttle. The program
officially began in 1973 by the
signing of the Intergovernmental
Agreement (IGA) between the 10
European partners and the United
States, Spacelab , .with its 10 year
history, has been the largest
cooperative space effort to date.
The results and benefits of this
international program have been felt
on both sides of the Atlantic.
Spacelabs unique user-oriented
system offers an unequaled
flexibility in accomodating various
scientific payloads. The Spacelab
module is used to provide a
pressurized, "shirt-sleeve" working
environment for scientists or a
series of pallets is used to allow
direct exposure to space. A
centralized support system is
provided to accomodate the user T s
power, energy and communication
needs. The first Spacelab mission
was flown November 28 - December 8,
1983. Although the purpose of this
mission was primarily the
verification of flight hardware,
fantastic scientific results were
also obtained. This flight also
included the first six man crew, the
first European on an American
spacecraft, and the use of payload
specialists to perform and monitor
the investigations. A major feature
of this mission was the direct,
real-time interaction between the
astronauts in space and the
experimenters on the ground.
As a result of the outstanding
performance of the first flight of
Spacelab ? a new era of science has
begun. By utilizing the reusable,
user-flexibility concepts of the
program, the future of Spacelab
looks very bright. The next flight,
Spacelab 3, will take place on
November of this year, and will be
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using a long module and an MPESS as
its configuration. SL-2, scheduled
for 1985, will serve as the
verification flight for the igloopallet configuration. The
Instrument Pointing System (IPS)
will also be verified on this
mission, allowing very accurate
pointing for future observation
experiments. In a six year time
period Spacelab will have reached
an average of seven to eight
missions a year, accounting for fiiore
than 25 percent of the Shuttle
payloads.
In order to make the program
more attractive to potential users,
ways of reducing operating costs and
integration times even further are
being studied. A full family of
payload carriers is being developed
to accomodate every users needs.
The Hitchhiker carrier is being
developed as a stand-by carrier to
bridge the gap between the small
limited Getway Special canisters and
the fully dedicated Spacelab
modules.
One very promising approach of
reducing the time and costs is
through the use of Dedicated
Discipline Labs. By having one
payload system that is dedicated
just to one discipline that is
reflown several times and not
deintegrated following each mission,
millions of dollars can be saved.
The areas of life sciences and
material sciences lend themselves
perfectly to this approach.
Dedicated discipline labs in areas
such as: astronomy, Earth
observations, micro-gravity, and
space plasma research are being
cons idered.
The experience gained by
Spacelab in developing a smooth,
efficient method of space
investigations will play &i\/^ ^
/
important role in the tradition to
the Space Station in the 1990's.
The concepts institute^through
Spacelab; manned operations, user
flexibility-,-" scientists on the
ground i nteract i ng> wi th payload

specialists in orbit, and being able
to duplicate procedures to verify
results are all elements that should
be incorporated into the Space
Station. The Spacelab program, with
the proven hardware and processes
can serve as a building base for
utilization of the Space Station.
Dedicated discipline labs can be
delivered to the Space Station, left
there for an indefinite period of
time, and then retrieved via the
Shuttle. Spacelab has ushered in a
new approach for conducting
operations in space; this approach
and the lessons learned should be
directly applied towards the
operation of a permanent Space
Stat i on.
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• MOUNTING AREA (M 2 )

• ENERGY
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MODULE

EXPERIMENT VOLUME (M*)

• POWER
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CAPABILITY
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__.^

17.1

61.3

AV

(kw)

2.3-3.6

4.4-4.8

PK

(kw)

7.3

9.1

(kw hrs)

450

DATA TRANSMISSION
• ON-BOARD DATA STORAGE
• ON-BOARD PROCESSING AND
CONTROL

610

50 MBS DIGITAL
4.5 MHZ ANALOG

50 MBS DIGITAL
4.5 MHZ ANALOG

3.8 X 10* BITS
32 MBS MAX

3.8X10* BITS
32 MBS MAX

(3IMITRA 125 MS
COMPUTERS
320K OPS/SEC
134 M BIT MASS MEMORY

POINTING SYSTEM

(3) MITRA 125 MS
COMPUTERS
320K OPS/SEC
134M BIT MASS MEMORY
IPS
1.2 ARC SEC

EXACT RESOURCES AVAILABLE ARE MISSION DEPENDENT
FIGURE 4
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AIRLOCK

OVERHEAD
STOWAGE CONTAINER

HIGH QUALITY
WINDOW
VIEWPORT

AFT END CONE VIEWPORT
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WORK
BENCH

RACK

Internal accommodation layout

FIGURE 6

TYPICAL HARDPOIWT

TYPICAL PALLET/PALLET
JOINT

CO

OVTUSKM PANEL
(TYPICAL)

Pallet segment
FIGURE 7

POSSIBLE SPACELAB FLIGHT CONFIGURATIONS
FLIGHT
CONFIGURATIONS

HARDWARE ELEMENTS
IN ONE FLIGHT UNIT

LONG MODULE

LONG MODULE +
1 PALLET SEGMENT
CORE MODULE
SEGMENT

EXPERIMENT
MODULE SEGMENT
LONG MODULE +
2 PALLET SEGMENTS

OEQ

INSTRUMENT POINTING
SYSTEM

SHORT MODULE +
2 PALLET SEGMENTS

SHORT MODULE *
3 PALLET SEGMENTS

D BQBE

SUBSYSTEM
IGLOO

IGLOO + 5 PALLET
SEGMENTS

OSBQ

PALLET SEGMENTS

IGLOO+3 PALLET
SEGMENTS

IGLOO + 4 PALLET
SEGMENTS

FIGURE 8

STS-9/SPACELAB-1 MISSION

OBJECTIVES:
- PRIMARY OBJECTIVE
• SPACELAB SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
• SPACELAB/ORBITER INTERFACE
• INDUCED ENVIRONMENT VERIFICATION
CO

- SECONDARY OBJECTIVE
• OBTAIN VALUABLE SCIENTIFIC DATA
• DEMONSTRATE BROAD CAPABILITY FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES:
- LIFE SCIENCES

— MATERIAL SCIENCES

- ASTRONOMY/SOLAR PHYSICS

— SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS

- ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS/EARTH
OBSERVATIONS

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE MISSION:
- ESA/NASA JOINT PROGRAM
- U.S. , EUROPEAN, CANADIAN, JAPANESE PAYLOAD
U.S., EUROPEAN CREW
FIGURE 9

31

61-1

SL-1 VFT OBJECTIVES
THE DETAILED VFT FLIGHT TEST OBJECTIVES ARE TO VERIFY
- THE OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
- THE OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY OF THE STRUCTURES SUBSYSTEM
- THE OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY OF THE COMMAND AND DATA
MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEMS
- THE HABITABILITY OF THE SPACELAB MOD1 'IE
- THE MODULE AND PALLET ENVIRONMENT
- THE OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY OF THE ELECTRICAL POWER
DISTRIBUTION SUBSYSTEM
- COMPATIBILITY OF SPACELAB EXTERIOR MATERIALS WITH THE
SPACE ENVIRONMENT
- THAT THE ESTABLISHED CONTAMINATION LIMITS HAVE NOT BEEN
EXCEEDED ON SENSITIVE OPTICAL SURFACES AND OTHER
EXPERIMENTS
FIGURE 10

o

CM

BLUEr: NASA EXPERIMENTS
RED=. ESA EXPERIMENTS

TT
GREENS MISSION DEPENDENT EdUtPMB

FIGURE 11

1

BLUE= NASA EXPERIMENTS
RED = ESA EXPERIMENTS

PORT SIDE

YELLOW= VFI EQUIPMENT
GREEN = MISSION DEPENDENT EQUIPMENT

FIGURE 12

SPACELAB 1 PALLET PLAN VIEW

&z:

CO

GLUE = NASA EXPERIMENTS
RED = ESA EXPERIMENTS

YELLOW = VFI EQUIPMENT

FIGURE 13

THE CREW OF STS 9
(SPACELAB I)
CREW COMMANDER

PILOT

John W. Young

Brewster H.Shaw. Jr.

MISSION SPECIALISTS

Owen K. Garriott

Robert A.R. Parker

PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS
Dr. Ulf Merbold Dr. Byron K. Lichtenberg

FIGURE 14

SIGNIFICANT MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• SPACELAB/PALLET INITIAL FLIGHT
• SIX MEMBER STS CREW
- FOREIGN PAYLOAD SPECIALIST
• OPERATIONAL FACILITIES
ro

CJI

- PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
- TDRSS
• AROUND-THE-CLOCK CREW OPERATIONS
• TEN DAY SHUTTLE MISSION
• MAJOR SCIENCE ENDEAVOR
- FIVE SCIENCE DISCIPLINES
- 38 INSTRUMENTS
• FLIGHT/GROUND CREW INTERACTION
FIGURE 15

SPACELAB-1 RESULTS
SPACELAB SYSTEMS
- ALL VERIFICATION TEST OBJECTIVES MET
- HOT AND COLD TEST PERFORMANCE NOMINAL
- LOWER POWER CONSUMPTION
- FLAWLESS SPACELAB SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE
- SYSTEM CONCEPT PROVEN
MANNED SCIENCE IN COLLABORATION WITH GROUND SCIENCE TEAM
COMFORTABLE ENVIRONMENT
FLEXIBILITY DEMONSTRATED

SPACELAB MULTIDISCIPLINE SCIENCE CAPABILITY
- ALL INSTRUMENTS OBTAINED DATA
- SIGNIFICANT SCIENCE FINDINGS:
TWO MAGNESIUM ATMOSPHERIC LAYERS
DEUTERIUM ATMOSPHERIC PRESENCE
MARANGONI COVECTION CONFIRMED

- MAJOR SCIENCE RETURN IN ALL DISCIPLINES

FIGURE 16

CO
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SPACELAB MAJOR MISSIONS
SL-2

SOLAR PHYSICS

- PHYSICS AND SOLAR ASTRONOMY
- PLASMA PHYSICS
- LJFE SCIENCES

SL-3

MATERIALS PROCESSING
- LJFE SCIENCE
- ASTROPHYSICS
- MATERIAL PROCESSING

SL-4

LONG MODULE /MPtSS

LIFE SCIENCES

- SPACE BIOMEDICAL LABORATORY

SL-D1 MATERIAL SCIENCE
-MICRO GRAVfTY

- MATERIAL SCIENCE
- UFESOENCES

- TECHNOLOGY

ASTRO SOLAR SYSTEM
- ASTRO PHYSICS

J

ran
IGLOO/2 PALLETS

MDM PALLET

MDM/MPESS

EOM EARTH OBSERVATION
- SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS

OSTA SERIES EARTH OBSERVATION
MSL MATERIAL PROCESSING

6—

CS PACKAGE
3-— EJECTABLE PLASMA DIAGNOSTI
5—-SMALL HELUIM-COOLED IR TELESCOPE
ENERGY SPECTRA OF
6~ ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION AND
COSMIC RAY NUCLEI
OF GALAXIES AND
7— HARD X-RAY IMAGING OF CLUSTERS
OTHER EXTENDED X-RAY SOURCES
FIELD MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
8— SOLAR MAGNETIC AND VELOCITY
E SPACELAB EXPERIMENT
9— SOLAR CORONAL HELIUM ABUNDANC
TELESCOPE AND SPECTROGRAPH
10—SOLAR UV HIGH RESOLUTION
E MONITOR
11 — SOLAR UV SPECTRAL IRRADIANC
HELIUM IN ZERO-G
13— PROPERTIES OF SUPERFLUID

13

SPACELAB MISSION 2
11
FIGURE 17
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GAS CAN

• PLATE 50x60

• MPESS

• SPACELAB PALLET

NONE,
ON/OFF ONLY

• FMDM

• FMDM

• FMDM

CAPABILITY
LOAD
POWER
DATA
CONTROL

200 LBS
BATTERY
NONE
LIMITED

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

LENGTH IN BAY

SIDE MOUNTED

• SIDE MOUNTED

o
CO

SUBSYSTEMS

250 LBS
1500W
16KBS
STD PANEL

FMDM-FLEXIBLE MULTIPLEXER/DEMULTIPLEXER
MPESS-MISSION PECULILAR EXPT SUPPORT STRUCTURE
POCC-PAYLOAD OPS CONTROL CENTER
FIGURE 19

3000 LBS
1500W
16KBS
STD PANEL

• 40 INCHES

5000 LBS
5000W
256KBS
POCC

• 113 INCHES

Discipline Laboratory Overview
1983

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

1. Space Life Sciences Lab

A

A

A

2. Astro

A A

A

3. Solar Optical Telescope
A

A

5. International Microgravity Lab

A

A

A

6. Payload of Opportunity Carrier

A

A

A

A

A

A

A A

Multidiscipline Missions

A
A

A A A A A A A A A A A A A

10. Shuttle Infrared Telescope
11. Environmental Observation Mission

A

A A AAV^ /yW\ AAAA AAAA AAM AAA/j

8. Shuttle High Energy Astrophysics Lab
A

A

A

7. Space Plasma Lab

9. Material Science Laboratory

A

A

4. Shuttle Radar Laboratory

A
SL 1 A

SL-3 SL-2A A

FIGURE 20
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A

A
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SPACELAB MANIFEST
FY84

FY85

FY86

FY87

CM
CO

FIGURF

Discipline Laboratory Evolution
Mission A

Mission B

Mission C
CO
OJ

Space Station

FIGURE 22

FIGURE 23

